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TRAVELS IN EL BIERZO
Exploring Castilla y Leóns El Bierzo Wine Region

A splash of autumn color paints the vineyards of Bodegas Luzdivina Amigo (Parandones)

OF WINES, MINES, CASTLES, MONASTERIES & ST. JAMES
A small, secluded and exceedingly beautiful region, El Bierzo is tucked into the northwest corner
of Old Castile, in the León province, bordering Eastern Galicia and Southwestern Asturias. Late
October, post-harvest, makes for a perfect time to visit, as the vineyards come ablaze with
extraordinarily vibrant colors, and the local cuisine features dishes prepared with the abundant
chestnuts, wild mushrooms and red peppers of this stunningly picturesque area.
El Bierzo highlights include the historic capital of Villafranca del Bierzo with its collection of
noble mansions along the Calle del Agua, Ponferrada, home to the superbly restored 13th century
Knights of the Templars Castle, the magical “Valley of Silence”, Oza Valley, a major monastic retreat
in the 9th century, and the ancient Route of Saint James, laced with Romanesque churches and
hospices, including the hauntingly beautiful 10th century Monastery of Carracedo, founded to care
for the medieval pilgrims headed to Santiago de Compostela.
INFO@IBERIANTRAVELER.COM!
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Calle del Agua, Villafranca del Bierzo
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Castillo de los Templarios in Ponferrada

Typical houses in Peñalba de Santiago, Oza Valley

Monastery of Santa Maria de Carracedo, dating from the 10th century
INFO@IBERIANTRAVELER.COM!
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Other delights include the remote Ancares Mountains with their traditional, pre-Romanesque,
circular stone and thatched-roof dwellings, pallozas, the remains of Celtic castros, fortified Iron Age
settlements, and the World Heritage Site Las Medulas, the fascinating remains of the largest open-air
gold strip mining operation of the Roman Empire, dating from the 1st century A.D.

A ‘pallozas’ in the village of O Cebreiro, Galicia

Remains of the castro near Valtuille de Abajo

World Heritage Site, Las Medulas
And for wine lovers, the miles of impossibly steep hills covered with vineyards, producing
Burgundy-quality wines made primarily of the mencía grape.
INFO@IBERIANTRAVELER.COM!
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ABOUT EL BIERZO WINES
Wine production flourished here during the

superior and complex wines entirely on its own,

Roman occupation and in the 9th century

with no need to blend with other grapes such

regained prominence with the discovery of the

as cabernet sauvignon or merlot.

remains of St. James in Galicia and the building

now nearly 60 wineries in the appellation and

of monasteries and pilgrims hospices along the

an astonishing 4,200 growers, which means

pilgrimage route, the Way of St. James.

that tiny plots (on average, no more than 2

The

the monks kept winemaking alive and well

There are

acres in size) are the rule.

throughout the Middle Ages.
The production died off at the end of the
19th century with the arrival of phylloxera but
was resurrected once again in the mid 80s with
the arrival of young, energetic winemakers like
Alvaro Palacios, who, after bringing fame to the
Priorat, has helped make El Bierzo one of the
most exciting winemaking region in Spain.
El Bierzo sits in a square-shaped fertile
valley protected by mountains on all sides,
giving it a benevolent microclimate perfectly
suited for wine production.
The indigenous mencía grape, covering
two-thirds of its vineyards, thrives in these
precariously steep, high altitude, slate-laced
hills.

The center of wine production is found in
and around the town of Cacabelos, where wine
lovers will find several wineries open to visitors:
Palacio de Canedo of Prada a Tope fame,
Bodegas Estefanía, producing Tilenus label
reds, Bodegas Godelia, making aromatic
whites with the native godello grape, Castro

Some vineyards sit at more than 3,200 feet

Ventosa, where highly sought-after winemaker

above sea level, and around the village of

Raúl Pérez produces the family’s lauded Cepas

Corullón the terraced vineyards are so

Centenarias Valtuille, Casar de Burbia, whose

precipitous that they are impossible to reach

Tebaida 5 ’09, was rated among the top 3

with modern farming equipment that donkeys

“Bierzos” in Decanter magazine, and

are needed for plowing the fields.

Descendientes de J. Palacios, producers of the

This native mencía grape produces velvety
smooth wines, lusciously fruit forward, mineralrich and deep raspberry in color. It is also
extremely versatile and capable of making
INFO@IBERIANTRAVELER.COM!

flowery Pétalos, which has become a huge hit
in the American market and for whom Pritzker
Prize winning architect, Rafael Moneo, will
design their new winery.
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We spent a memorable afternoon exploring

Amigo label, their signature Viña de Moya

these heavily terraced vineyards with one of

Leiros having received 93 Parker points. Later

Bierzo’s young and passionate 3rd generation

that evening we enjoyed a wine paring dinner

winemakers, Miguel Ángel Amigo, whose family

with Miguel Angel at our hotel.

produces elegant wines under the Luz Divina

Wine paring dinner with the winemaker, Miguel Ángel Amigo at El Tiempo Recobrado

Let Iberian Traveler create a unique and unforgettable journey for you to this beautiful, hidden
corner of Northwestern Spain! Contact us for additional information: info@iberiantraveler.com
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WHERE TO STAY IN THE BIERZO

For easy exploration of all of El Bierzo’s
riches, we wisely chose lodging midway

the Parador is closed seasonally from midNovember through mid-March.

between Ponferrada and Villafranca del Bierzo,
at the relaxing and cosseting 9-room Inn,
Gastro-Hotel El Tiempo Recobrado in
Villamartín de la Abadía, which offers travelers a
true haven of tranquility, a lovely garden, cozy
library-lounge with fireplace, handsomely
furnished guest quarters and gracious hosts
who love preparing exquisite gourmet meals
for their guests, paired with fine local wines.
Additionally, the Parador de Villafranca del
Bierzo makes a comfortable and strategic base
for exploring this region. Renovated in 2010,

INFO@IBERIANTRAVELER.COM!
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WHERE TO DINE IN THE BIERZO
Luckily our stay in the Bierzo coincided with
the yearly Jornadas Gastronómicas, an autumn
gastronomic fare, and we sampled both
regional treats, such as the local roasted red
peppers, batallón pie (a local empanada),
reineta apples, conferencia pears, cecina (cured
beef), botillo (a hearty smoked pork sausage),
chestnut ice cream, and more innovative fare,
both at our gastro-hotel and at area restaurants.
We highly recommend the following
restaurants: Moncloa de Lázaro (Cacabelos),
owned by the Prada family of Prada a Tope
wines, La Tronera (Villadepalos), with a
Eurotoque chef, Casa Ramón (Molinaseca), a
delightful stop in a lovely village on the Camino
de Santiago, El Casino (Villafranca) with a lively
wine bar, and El Lagar de Montejos (San
Andrés de Montejos), a 200-year old stone
lagar, just outside Ponferrada, a favorite of
winemakers.

La Moncloa de Lázaro, Cacabelos

Wild mushrooms at Casa Ramón, Molinaseca

Chipirones at El Casino, Villafranca de Bierzo
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